
Head
Battle Horns:+1 Str
Berserkers Headdress:+1 Str +1 Move -1Dex
Brawlers Jaw:+2 Str -1 Wit
Death Mask:+1 Str +1 Int -1Dex
Duelists Tricorn:+1 Int +1 Dex -1 Str
Fusiliers Helmet:+2 Dex -1 Move
Hunters Cowl:+1 Dex
Iron Bucket: +1 Def
Long Ears:+1 Move
Lucky Hat:+1 Wit
Measured Hate:+2 Str -1 Move
Murderous stare:+2 Str -1 Int
Ossicones:+1 Str +1 Def -1 Int
Pointy Ears:+1 Dex +1 Move -1Str
Pointy Hat:+1 Int
Ragged Cowl:+2 Dex -1 Int
Scarred:+1 Str +1 Wit -1Dex
Scholars Cap:+1 Int +1 Wit -1Str
Spectacles: +2 Int -1 Dex
Stalkers Veil:+2 Dex -1 Str
Studious Focus: +2 Int -1 Move
Travelers Hat:+1 Dext +1 Wit -1Str
Tricksters mask:+1 Int +1 Move -1Str
Varmint-skin Cap:+1 Str +1 Dex -1Int
Weirdest Beard:+2 Int -1 Wit

Body
Academics Atrophy:+2 Int -1 Move
All Beef:+2 Str -1 Wit
Battle Robes:+1 Str +1 Int -1Dex
Bare footed:+1Move
Feathered Raiment:+1 Int +1 Dex -1Str
Fusiliers Cuirass:+2 Dex -1 Move
Good boots:+1Wit
Hunting Leathers:+1 Dex
Lacquered Armor:+1 Str +1 Dex -1 Int
Mystic Aura:+1 Int
Plate armor:+1 Def
Ragged Cloak:+2 Dex -1 Int
Runic Bands:+1 Str +1 Move-1Dex
Scholars Knickers:+1 Int +1 Wit -1Dex
Skyclad:+2 Str -1 Int
Stalkers Cloak:+2 Dex -1 Str
Trackers Mantle:+1 Dex +1 Move-1Int
Tricksters Garb:+1 Int +1 Move -1Str

Varmint Hides:+1 Str +1 Wit -1Int
Warpaint:+1 Str
Wizardin’ Robes:+2 Int -1 Str

Hands
Attuned Sidearm: (magic: 3”-7”) Magic attacks gain
+1 to hit

Bards Noisemaker: (magic: 3”-7”) Magic attacks
critically succeed on 9’s and 10’s

Broom: ( magic: 0”-1”) +1 Move

Creepy Orb: (magic: 2”-6”) +1 Wit

Kris Blade:(magic: 0"-1") +2 Int -1 Str

Staff: (magic: 0”-2” ) +1 Def

Tome: (magic: 0"-2") activate 2 additional skills, up to
6, when activating skills

Wand: (magic:4”-8” )+1 Int

Axe: (melee:0”-1”) Melee attacks critically succeed on
9’s and 10’s

Dagger: (melee:0”-1”) +1 Move

Mace: (melee:0”-1”) Melee attacks gain +1 to hit

Flail: (melee:"1-2") +1 Wit

Hammer: (melee:0"-1") +2 Str -1 Move

Rapier: (melee:0”-1”) +1 Dex

Shield: (melee:0”-1”)+1 Def

Spear: (melee:0”-3”)

Sword: (melee:0”-1”) +1 Str

Whip: (melee: 2”-4”)

Throwing Knives: (range: 0”-2”)



Blowgun: ( range:3”-8”) +1 Wit

Bow: (range: 3”-10”) Ranged attacks gain +1 to hit

Blunderbuss: (range: 3”-6”) Ranged attacks critically
succeed on 9’s and 10’s

Crossbow: (range:4”-11” ) +1 Dex

Gnomish Rifle: (range: 8”-15” )

Handcannon: (range: 5”-9”)+1 Move

Sling: (range: 4”-8”) +1 Str

Compact build: -1” to minimum range of ranged
weapons
Imbued : -1” to minimum range of magic weapons
Lightweight Construction: Reroll 1’s when attacking
Long Hafted: +2” to maximum range of melee
weapons
Meticulously Crafted: +2” to maximum range of
ranged weapons
Over-sized: +1 to all calculated attack values
Runic Engravings: +2” to maximum range of magic
weapons
Tower Shield: +2 Def -1 Move

Accessories
Crippling Stench: Models within 3” have their
remaining Movement reduced by half
Cultists Handbook: Gain 2HP after demolishing an
altar
Cursed Soul: Melee weapons gain “channeling”
Eagles Eye: +1” to maximum range of all ranged
weapons
Gamblers Brim: -1” to the minimum range of all
ranged weapons
Heavy Ammo: +1 Dex
Implemented Weights: “knockback” is 1d6"
Messengers Charm: +1 Move
Net: Models in your "Danger Zone" cannot use Escape
or Scramble actions
Seers Deck: +1 Wit
Shrunkin heads:+1 Int
Sorcerin’ Bling: Reroll 1’s when attacking with magic
weapons
Soul-linked Optics: Ranged weapons gain

“channeling”
Stone Charm: +1 Def
Tool Kit: May reroll the 1d6 when activating skills
Warriors Charm:+1 Str
Wizardin’ Gloves: -1” to the minimum range of all
magic weapons

Racial
Adaptable: +2 Wit -2HP
Ambush Predator:You may spend 2 actions when
making an attack to gain +X Dex where X is the
number of "focus" type skills you have, during this
attack only
Amphibious: Ignore “deep fluid” and “flowing fluid”
effects
Arboreal: “climbing” as a movement action only costs
1 action
Bloodline:Whenever activating a "spell" type skill, roll
1d6, on 1-3 nothing happens, 4-6 you may activate the
skill a second time
Bookish: +2 Int -1 Wit
Clever: +2 Wit
Dark-touched: Whenever using a reaction you may use
a "curse" type skill for free before any dice are rolled
Dim-witted: +2 Str -1 Wit
Erudition: Magic weapons gain “knockback”
Feralborn: +2 Dex -1 Wit
Hardy: +1 Def -1 Move
Jomsvik:You may choose to take 2 damage to gain +X
to any melee attack where X is the number of "force"
type skills you have equipped
Lupine:+2 Move -1 Wit
Northborn:+4HP
Polymelia: Use any other gear slots as extra hand slots.
Quadraped:Both handslots are now accessory slots and
accessory slot is now for hand
Rammin' Horns: Any model you move into base
contact with will suffer "knockback"
Rippling Thews: Melee weapons gain “knockback”
Serpentine: Movement value unaffected by terrain
Tinkerer: Whenever activating skills, you may activate
one additional skill of the "kit" type for free
Twitchy Demeanor: +1 Dex -2HP
Undead: -3HP, Gain 4HP with each recover action
Ursine: +2 Def -1 Int -1 Wit
Warlike: +1 Def -1Wit



*"Place" is not a movement and will not cause "involuntary movement" effects such as "collisions".
*Unless a duration of an effect from a skill is specified it will be removed during the "Collect your Wits" phase of a players turn or
"Shake it off" phase of a monster or titan.

Skills
Arcane monsoon (spell): Turn any piece of terrain into “deep fluid” in addition to what it already is until your
collect your wits phase
Arcane Strength (spell): Use your Intelligence value as your Strength value until you've completed your next action
Battle Charge (force):Move X" where X is equal to your movement and strength combined. The movement must
be in a straight line towards an attackable model.If your next action is not an attack you suffer 1d3 damage.
Body Slam (force): (melee 0") Roll X attack dice against a model in base contact where X is how much higher your
strength is than that models Wit
Booby Traps (kit): Turn any piece of terrain you are touching into “Dangerous” in
addition to what it already is for the rest of the game
Brainstorm (focus): +1 Intelligence
Brittle Bones (spell): 1 model within 6” gets -2 Defense
Brown Acid Trip (spell):1 model within 6” gets -1 Wit
Dark Portal(curse): Place 1 model that is within 4”, anywhere within 2d6”
Earthquake (spell): Any piece of terrain within 2” becomes “difficult terrain” until your "Collect your Wits"
phase.
Eye of the Dead (spell): Use your Intelligence value as your Dexterity value until you've completed your next
action
Fatiguing Bolt (spell):1 model within 6” gets -2 Movement
Felinthrope (curse): take 2 damage and +1d3+1 Movement
Fireball (spell): (magic 4"-8") roll 5 Attack Dice. These attacks only succeed on 8+ but all success' are a critical
success
Flatulent Cloud (focus): All models within 3” immediately move 3” directly away from you
Flawless Technique (focus): Use your Dexterity value as your Strength value until you've completed your next
action
Focus (focus): +1 Dexterity
Gnomish Pocket Portal (kit): Roll as many d6 as you like. Place your model up to that many inches away and take
half the amount rolled as damage
Grasping Hands (curse): Movement value of 1 model within 6” is reduced by half
Harpoon (kit): 1 model within 8” moves straight toward you 1d6”
Haymaker (force): 1 model in base contact loses 1 Action

Healing Potion (kit): Gain 1d6 HP then permanently remove this skill from your sheet

Healing wave (spell):1 model other than yourself within 10” gains 1d6 HP up to their max HP
Hypnotic visions (spell): All models within 5” move straight toward you 3”
Icy Bolt (spell): 1 model within 6” gets –1d6 Movement and +1d6 Defense
Infallible Instincts (focus): +1 Wit
Intimidation (force): Any Player in base contact must immediately move half their Movement away from you if
they fail a wit check
Kneecap Adjustinator mk3 (kit): (melee 0"-1") roll 6 attack dice and any model targeted immediately gets -1 Mov
Light footed (focus):Take no damage from dangerous terrain
Lightening bolt (spell): (magic 4"-9") roll 7 attack dice. For every successful attack against the target, roll that
many attack dice against every other model (including yourself) within 6” of the initial target



Lycanthrope (curse): take 2 damage and +1d3+1 Strength

Med kit (kit): Gain HP equal to your Wit then permanently remove this skill from your character sheet

Mystic Shield (spell): Any model with a magic weapon gets -1 Intelligence when targeting you
Posession (spell): Activate one skill from another player that is within 8” using their model for all values and
measurements
Precision (focus): Your next ranged attack roll gains +1 to hit( 10’s critically succeed as normal)
Primal Trance (force): Use your Strength value as your Intelligence value until you've completed your next action
Rage (force): Your next melee attack roll critically succeed on 9’s and 10’s
Roar (force): +1 Strength
Resolve (focus): +1 Defense
Shadowy form (spell): Attacks with ranged weapon gets -1 calculated attack value when targeting you
Slip (focus): Move into the rear arc of any model that is in base contact
Sneaky Sneaky (focus): Monsters cannot draw line of sight to you when performing the "approach" portion of
their personality
Soul Leach (curse): If your next attack with a magic weapon deals any damage, regain 1d3HP
Sprint (force):+2 Movement during your next action
Suppressing Fire (force): Your next ranged attack roll gains +1 Dexterity
Teleport (spell): Place your model anywhere within 1d6" of its current position
Thorny sprouts (spell): (melee 0") Roll Xd10 (where X is equal to the number of models within 1"). Roll that many
attack dice against every model within 1"
Ursinthrope (curse): take 2 damage and +1d3+1 Defense
Vampiric (curse): If your next attack with a melee weapon deals any damage, regain 1d3HP
Widow maker rocket (kit): permanently remove this skill when used. (Ranged 12"-36") roll 9 attack dice




